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INTRODUCTION
Data warehouses integrate data from different source
systems to support the decision process of users at different management levels. Data warehouses rely on a
multidimensional view of data usually represented as
relational tables with structures called star or snowflake
schemas. These consist of fact tables, which link to
other relations called dimension tables. A fact table
represents the focus of analysis (e.g., analysis of sales)
and typically includes attributes called measures. Measures are usually numeric values (e.g., quantity) used for
performing quantitative evaluation of different aspects
in an organization. Measures can be analyzed according to different analysis criteria or dimensions (e.g.,
store dimension). Dimensions may include hierarchies
(e.g., month-year in the time dimension) for analyzing
measures at different levels of detail. This analysis can
be done using on-line analytical processing (OLAP)
systems, which allow dynamic data manipulations
and aggregations. For example, the roll-up operation
transforms detailed measures into aggregated data (e.g.,
daily into monthly or yearly sales) while the drill-down
operations does the contrary.
Multidimensional models include a time dimension indicating the timeframe for measures, e.g., 100
units of a product were sold in March 2007. However,
the time dimension cannot be used to keep track of
changes in other dimensions, e.g., when a product
changes its ingredients. In many cases the changes of
dimension data and the time when they have occurred
are important for analysis purposes. Kimball and Ross
(2002) proposed several implementation solutions for
this problem in the context of relational databases, the
so-called slowly-changing dimensions. Nevertheless,
these solutions are not satisfactory since either they do
not preserve the entire history of data or are difficult to
implement. Further, they do not consider the research
realized in the field of temporal databases.

Temporal databases are databases that support
some aspects of time (Jensen & Snodgrass, 2000). This
support is provided by means of different temporality
types1, to which we refer in the next section. However,
even though temporal databases allow to represent and
to manage time-varying information, they do not provide facilities for supporting decision-making process
when aggregations of high volumes of historical data
are required. Therefore, a new field called temporal
data warehouses joins the research achievements of
temporal databases and data warehouses in order to
manage time-varying multidimensional data.

BACKGROUND
Temporal support in data warehouses is based on the
different temporality types used in temporal databases.
Valid time (VT) specifies the time when data is true in
the modeled reality, e.g., the time when a specific salary was paid for an employee. Valid time is typically
provided by users. Transaction time (TT) indicates the
time when data is current in the database and may be
retrieved. It is generated by the database management
system (DBMS). Both temporality types, i.e., valid
time and transaction time, can be combined defining
bitemporal time (BT). Finally, changes in time defined
for an object as a whole define the lifespan (LS) of an
object, e.g., the time when an employee was working
for a company.
One characteristic of temporality types is their
precision or granularity, indicating the duration of
the time units that are relevant for an application. For
example, the valid time associated to an employee’s
salary may be of granularity month. On the other hand,
transaction time being system defined is typically of a
millisecond granularity.
There is still lack of an analysis determining which
temporal support is important for data warehouse ap-
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to call it loading time (LT) (Malinowski & Zimányi,
2006a). LT can differ from transaction time or valid
time of source systems due to the delay between the
time when the changes have occurred in source systems
and the time when these changes are integrated into a
temporal data warehouse. Another approach (Brucker
& Tjoa, 2002) considers valid time, transaction time,
and loading time. However, they limit the usefulness of
these temporality types for only active data warehouses,
i.e., for data warehouses that include event-conditionaction rules (or triggers).
The inclusion of temporal support raise many issues,
such as efficient temporal aggregation of multidimensional data (Moon, Vega, & Immanuel, 2003), correct
aggregation in presence of data and schema changes
(Body et al., 2003; Eder, Koncilia, & Morzy, 2002;
Wrembel & Bebel, 2007; Mendelzon & Vaisman, 2003;
Golfarelli, Lechtenbörger, Rizzi, & Vossen, 2006),
or temporal view materialization from non-temporal
sources (Yang & Widom, 1998). Even though the works
related to schema and data changes define models
for temporal data warehouses, what is still missing
is a conceptual model that allows decision-making

plications. Most works consider valid time (e.g., Body,
Miquel, Bédard, & Tchounikine, 2003; Wrembel &
Bebel, 2007; Mendelzon & Vaisman, 2003). To our
knowledge, no work includes lifespan support in temporal data warehouses. However, lifespan is important
since it can help to discover, e.g., how the exclusion of
some products influences sales. On the other hand, very
few works relate to transaction time. For example, Martín and Abelló (2003) transform transaction time from
source systems to represent valid time. This approach
is semantically incorrect because data may be included
in databases after their period of validity has expired.
Further, transaction time coming from source system
plays an important role in temporal data warehouses
when traceability is required, e.g., for fraud detection.
Other authors consider transaction time generated in
temporal data warehouses in the same way as transaction time in temporal databases (e.g., Martín & Abelló,
2003; Mendelzon & Vaisman, 2003; Ravat & Teste,
2006). However, since data in temporal data warehouses
is neither modified nor deleted, transaction time in a
data warehouse represents the time when data was
loaded into a data warehouse. Therefore, we propose

Figure 1. An example of a multidimensional schema for a temporal data warehouse
LS
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VT
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users to represent data requirement for temporal data
warehouses. This model should allow specifying multidimensional elements, i.e., dimensions, hierarchies,
facts, and measures, and allow users to clearly indicate
which elements they want to be time invariant and for
which the changes in time should be kept.

MAIN FOCUS
In this section we present the MultiDim model, a
conceptual multidimensional model (Malinowski &
Zimányi, 2008a)2 extended with temporal support
(Malinowski & Zimányi, 2006a, 2006b). This model
allows users and designers to represent at the conceptual
level all elements required in temporal data warehouse
applications.

Multidimensional Model for Temporal
Data warehouses
The MultiDim model supports different temporality
types: lifespan (LS), valid time (VT), transaction time
(TT), and bitemporal time (BT) coming from source
systems (if available) and additionally, loading time
(LT) generated in a data warehouse.
To describe our model we use the example shown
in Figure 1. It includes a set of levels organized into
dimensions and a fact relationship. A level corresponds
to an entity type in the entity-relationship model and
represents a set of instances called members that have
common characteristics. For example, Product, Category, and Store are some of the levels in Figure 1.
Levels contain one or several key attributes (underlined
in Figure 1), identifying uniquely the members of a
level, and may also have other descriptive attributes.
A temporal level is a level for which the application needs to keep the lifespan of its members (e.g.,
inserting or deleting a product). A temporal attribute
is an attribute that keeps the changes in its value (e.g.,
changing a product’s size) and the time when they
occur. For example, the Product level in Figure 1 is a
temporal level that includes temporal attributes Size
and Distributor.
A fact relationship expresses the focus of analysis
and represents an n-ary relationship between levels.
For example, the Sales fact relationship between the
Product, Store, and Client levels in Figure 1 is used
for analyzing sales in different stores.

A fact relationship may contain attributes commonly
called measures. They contain data (usually numerical)
that are analyzed using the different dimensions. For
example, the Sales fact relationship in Figure 1 includes
the measures Quantity and Amount. In the MultiDim
model measures are temporal, i.e., they always require
a temporality type (VT, TT, BT, and/or LT).
A dimension allows to group data that shares a common semantic meaning within the domain being modeled, e.g., all data related to a product. It is composed of
either a level or one or more hierarchies. For example,
Client in Figure 1 is a one-level dimension.
Hierarchies are required for allowing users to
analyze data at different levels of detail. A hierarchy
contains several related levels, e.g., Product and Category in Figure 1. Given two related levels of a hierarchy, one of them is called child and the other parent
depending on whether they include more detailed or
more general data, respectively. In Figure 1, the Product
level is a child level while the Category level is a parent level. Key attributes of a parent level define how
child members are grouped for the roll-up operation.
For example, in Figure 2 since Category name is the
key of the Category level, products will be grouped
according to the category to which they belong.
The relationships composing the hierarchies are
called child-parent relationships. These relationships
are characterized by cardinalities that indicate the
minimum and the maximum number of members in
one level that can be related to a member in another
level. Child-parent relationships may include temporal support. For example, in Figure 1 the LS symbol
between Product and Category indicates that the evolution on time of assignments of products to categories
will be kept. Temporal support for relationships leads
to two interpretations of cardinalities. The snapshot
cardinality is valid at every time instant whereas the
lifespan cardinality is valid over the entire member’s
lifespan. The former cardinality is represented using
the symbol indicating temporality type next to the link
between levels while the lifespan cardinality includes
the LS symbol surrounded by a circle. In Figure 1, the
snapshot cardinality between Product and Category
levels is many-to-one while the lifespan cardinality is
many-to-many. They indicate that a product belongs to
only one category at every time instant but belongs to
many categories over its lifespan, i.e., its assignment
to categories may change. The relationship between
levels may include different temporality types: LS,
TT, combination of both, and/or LT.
1931
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Figure 2. Examples of temporal hierarchies: a) nontemporal relationship between a temporal and a nontemporal levels, and b) temporal relationship between
non-temporal levels

(a)

Employee id
Employee name
Position
...

Section
Work

Employee
VT

Section name
Description
Activity
...

(b)

Since hierarchies in a dimension may express different conceptual structures used for analysis purposes,
we use a criterion name to differentiate them, such as
Product groups or Sales organization in Figure 1.

Modeling Temporal Aspects
Our model supports temporality in an orthogonal way,
i.e., hierarchies may contain temporal or non-temporal
levels associated with temporal or non-temporal links.
Similarly, temporal or non-temporal levels may have
temporal or non-temporal attributes. This approach differs from the one used in many temporal models. We
consider that it is important to allow users to choose
which elements should be temporal or not.
For example, Figure 2 (a) represents a hierarchy
composed by a temporal level (Product) and a non-temporal level (Category) with a temporal attribute associated with a non-temporal link. Therefore, the lifespan
of products as well as the changes of responsible and
maximum amount of categories are kept; on the other
hand, other attributes of the levels either do not change
or only the last modification is kept. The example in
Figure 2 (b) shows a hierarchy with two non-temporal
levels associated with a temporal link. This keeps track
1932

of the evolution of relationships between employees
and sections but we do not store the changes in levels,
e.g., when an employee changes its position.
However, to ensure correct management of hierarchies in temporal data warehouses and avoid dangling
references, i.e., references to non-existing elements,
several constraints should be ensured (Malinowski &
Zimányi, 2006a).
Another characteristic of our model is that it uses a
consistent approach for providing temporal support for
the different elements of a multi-dimensional model,
i.e., for levels, hierarchies, and measures. Our model
avoids mixing two different approaches where dimensions include explicit temporal support while measures
require the presence of the traditional time dimension
for keeping track of changes. Since measures are attributes of fact relationships, we provide temporal
support for them in the same way as it is done for
levels’ attributes.
An important question is thus whether it is necessary
to have a time dimension in the schema when including temporality types for measures. If all attributes of
the time dimension can be obtained by applying time
manipulation functions, such as the corresponding
week, month, or quarter, this dimension is not required
anymore. However, in some temporal data warehouse
applications this calculation can be very time-consuming, or the time dimension contains data that cannot be
derived, e.g., events such as promotional seasons. Thus,
the time dimension is included in a schema depending
on users’ requirements and the capabilities provided
by the underlying DBMS.
Another aspect is the inclusion of different temporality types for measures. The usual practice in temporal
data warehouses is to associate valid time support with
measures. However, different temporal support can be
available in source systems. In Malinowski and Zimányi
(2006b), we present several real-world scenarios that include different temporality types for measures enriching
the analysis spectrum. The examples in Figure 3 show
simplified schemas that include, respectively, loading
time and transaction time for measures. The former is
used when users require the history of how source data
has evolved, but sources are either non-temporal or
temporal support is implemented in an ad-hoc manner
that can be both inefficient and difficult to automate
(Yang & Widom, 1998). The schema in Figure 3 b) is
used for an insurance company having as analysis focus the amount of insurance payments. Such a schema
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Product
Product number
Product name
Description
Size
...

Supplier

LT

T

Category
Category name
Description
...

Warehouse

Inventory

Supplier id
Supplier name
Address
...

Product groups

Figure 3. Examples of schemas with a) LT and b) TT support for measures

WH number
WH name
Address
City name
State name
...

Q uantity
Cost

(a)
Insurance type

Client

Type id
Insurance name
Category
...

Insurance object
Object id
Object name
...

Client id
Client name
Address
...

Fraud
detection
TT Amount

Insurance agency
Agency id
Address
...

(b)

could be used, e.g., to track internal frauds that modify
the amount of insurance paid to clients, since the time
when the measure values change is kept.
In Malinowski and Zimányi (2006b) we discuss
several problems that may occur when data from source
systems is aggregated before being loaded into temporal
data warehouses. These include different time granularities between source systems and a data warehouse,
measure aggregations with different time granularities,
and temporal support for aggregated measures.

FUTURE TRENDS
An important issue in temporal data warehouses is the
aggregation in the presence of changes in dimension
data, schema, or both. Different solutions have already

been proposed (e.g., Eder et al., 2002; Mendelzon &
Vaisman, 2003; Wrembel & Bebel, 2007; Body et al.,
2003). Nevertheless, these proposals require specific
software and query languages for implementing and
manipulating multidimensional data that vary over
time. Further, they do not consider different aspects
as mentioned in this paper, e.g., different temporal
support in hierarchies and measures.
Another issue is the implementation of temporal
data warehouses in current DBMSs, which do not yet
provide temporal support. To our knowledge, there
are very few proposals for implementing temporal
data warehouses in current DBMSs (e.g., Martín &
Abelló, 2003; Malinowski & Zimányi, 2006c; Ravat
et al., 1999; Mendelzon & Vaisman, 2003). However,
only the latter authors provide manipulation features
for the proposed structures.
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CONCLUSION
Combining the two research areas of data warehouses
and temporal databases, allows one to combine the
achievements of each of them leading to the emerging
field of temporal data warehouses. The latter raises several research issues, such as the inclusion of different
temporal support, conceptual modeling, and measure
aggregations, among others.
In this paper, we first proposed the inclusion of
four different temporality types: three of them come
from source systems (if they are available), i.e., valid
time, transaction time (or combination of both), and
lifespan. A new temporality type, called loading time,
is generated in temporal data warehouses. It indicates
when data was stored in a temporal data warehouse.
We also presented a conceptual model that is
able to express users’ requirements for time-varying
multidimensional data. The MultiDim model allows
temporal support for levels, attributes, relationships
between levels forming a hierarchy, and measures.
For temporal hierarchies and measures, we discussed
different issues that are relevant to ensure the correct
data management in temporal data warehouses.
The inclusion of temporality types in a conceptual
model allows users, designers, and implementers to
include temporal semantics as an integral part of temporal data warehouses. In this way, temporal extensions
offer more symmetry to multidimensional models representing in a symmetric manner changes and the time
when they occur for all elements of a data warehouse.
Since conceptual models are platform independent,
logical and physical models can be derived from such
a conceptual representation.
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Loading Time: A temporal specification that keeps
the information when a data element is stored in a data
warehouse.
Granularity: A partitioning of a domain in groups of
elements where each group is perceived as an indivisible
unit (a granule) at a particular abstraction level.
Lifespan: The record of the evolution of the membership of an instance into its type.
Multidimensional Model: A model for representing
the information requirements of analytical applications.
A multidimensional model comprises facts, measures,
dimensions, and hierarchies.
Temporality Types: Different temporal support that
can be provided by a system. They include transaction
time, valid time, lifespan, and loading time.
Transaction Time: A temporal specification that
keeps the information on when a data element is stored
in and deleted from the database.
Valid Time: A temporal specification that keeps
information on when a data element stored in the database is considered valid in the perceived reality from
the application viewpoint.

KEY TERMS
Bitemporal: A combination of both transaction
and valid time.
Conceptual Model: A model for representing
schemas that are designed to be as close as possible to
users’ perception, not taking into account any implementation considerations.

ENDNOTES
1

2

They are usually called time dimensions; however,
we use the term “dimension” in the multidimensional context.
We only include some elements of the MultiDim
model in order to focus on its temporal extension.
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